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HOW TO
BUY AT
MOSSGREEN
AUCTIONS
We have compiled the following guide
to assist you with the exciting process
that is bidding at auction.

VIEWING
Mossgreen’s printed catalogues are available approximately two weeks
prior to an auction sale date. Online catalogues are posted at
www.mossgreen.com.au approximately three weeks prior to the auction
date. Catalogues can be subscribed to yearly, or you can collect a
complimentary copy at the viewing. The viewing days are typically the
three or four days prior to the Auction date from 10.00am–5.00pm at the
location/s printed in the catalogue and on the website.

LOT DESCRIPTIONS
are the basic catalogue information given such as dimensions, date or
age, medium, attribution, provenance, quantity and so on. All lots are
guaranteed for 30 days from the auction date. The website gives a clear
size guide in relation to the average sized person, as well as signature
and multi-view details for selected higher priced items.

ESTIMATES
are printed for all lots and can take into account rarity, condition, quality
and provenance. The reserve is the undisclosed confidential amount at,
or below the low estimate for which the lot is buyable at. The reserve
will never exceed the low estimate at Mossgreen and many lots are sold
without reserve.

TALK TO OUR SPECIALISTS
who are always happy to discuss any lot with you in greater detail. Their
contact details for a particular sale are published in each appropriate
catalogue and on the website.

CONDITION REPORTS
are available upon request. These supplement the catalogue description
and provide guidance on a lot’s condition. They are advisable to obtain
if you cannot view the item in person and have any queries. Please send
email request to: condition.reports@mossgreen.com.au

SYMBOLS
occasionally, a symbol is printed next to a lot number, indicating a special
clause regarding the sale of that lot – you may come across the following
at our sales:
† GST on HAMMER, meaning this GST added onto not just the Buyers
Premium, but the hammer price also.
§ Artist copyright resale royalty, meaning that this lot is subject to an
artist’s resale royalty.
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BIDDING
Mossgreen Auctions offers all clients four options to bid at our auctions:

1. AT THE AUCTION
Experience the excitement, theatre and fun of bidding at a live auction.
To bid in person, make sure you arrive with enough time to register for
a bidding number, and if you haven’t purchased with Mossgreen before
then you will need to bring along some photo identification such as a
driver’s licence or passport.

INTERNATIONAL BIDDING
If you are an international bidder who has not purchased with Mossgreen
before, you must make sure your identification, your signed bidding
form and a deposit at our discretion has arrived and is confirmed prior
to the auction date. This deposit is refundable within 48 hours should
you not be successful. If you are successful it will be deducted from
your purchase total and any remaining balance must be paid via direct
deposit. Bank details are provided in the Payment section at the back of
this catalogue.

2. TELEPHONE BIDDING
The perfect solution for when you can’t attend in person. Mossgreen staff
bid individually with you over the telephone, relaying each bid and what
is happening in the room itself and will bid on your behalf upon your
instructions.
Please note that telephone bids must be organised with at least 24 hours
notice, and that on occasion telephone bids will be limited if the auction
is offsite. You will be advised if this is the case in the catalogue and on
the website.
To organise a telephone bid please refer to the telephone bidding page at
the back of this catalogue. The “Cover Bid” section is optional, however
useful if you are uncontactable at the last minute, or the telephone line
drops out- you are authorising Mossgreen to bid to that amount on your
behalf. Mossgreen offers telephone bids on all lots, in all auctions.

3. ABSENTEE BIDS
The ideal solution when you can’t attend in person, action a telephone
bid, or simply have a budget you wish to stick to.
An absentee bid requires your maximum bid to be recorded for the lot
numbers you are interested in bidding on, and should the lot be knocked
down to a lesser amount than recorded under your number, and you
are the highest bidder on the auctioneer’s book, then the lot will be sold
to you for the lesser hammer price. Please note absentee bids must be
received no later than 24 hours prior to the auction commencement time.
To organise an absentee bid, please refer to the absentee bidding form
at the back of this catalogue, and further details are available in the
Terms and Conditions of Sale section, also at the back of this catalogue.
An email must be supplied at the time of submitting your absentee
bid, along with a clear copy of your photo identification if you have not
purchased with Mossgreen before.

4. ONLINE BIDDING
Mossgreen Live is an online bidding service created exclusively for
Mossgreen clients. You may register at www.mossgreen.com.au.
Please note there is no additional commission added for lots purchased
via Mossgreen Live.
Alternatively you may bid via LiveAuctioneers.com or
the-saleroom.com. Please note lots purchased via LiveAuctioneers.com
and the-saleroom.com are subject to a 3% commission charge.

PAYMENT & COLLECTION
YOUR FINAL INVOICE
If you are successful you will receive your invoice emailed to you, and you
will pay the hammer price of your lots, plus the buyer’s premium on each
lot – 22% plus GST, together with any additional applicable charges such
as GST on hammer, or the Artist Resale Royalty if applicable.
Payments must be made in full by the final collection day after the
auction date as printed in the catalogue. Personal, company and bank
cheques are not accepted. We accept Eftpos, (up to $1,000AUD or your
daily limit), direct deposit or credit card (2.2% merchant fee for Visa and
Mastercard or 3.3% for American Express). Please note that credit card
transactions over $5,000 will not be accepted over the telephone unless
by prior arrangement.
Up to $10,000AUD can accepted in cash, and for any amount over this,
it must be deposited directly into a Bank of Melbourne / St George
branch. Please refer to the Payment Form at the back of this catalogue
for further details.

DELIVERY
Small items can be wrapped by Mossgreen following payment and
inspection of your items, and larger items can be packaged into boxes
or bubble-wrapped for your convenience. Please note, should you
request Mossgreen to pack your items for you, we take no responsibility
for any breakages. Mossgreen is happy to assist and provide you with
recommended transport companies whether it be a local, interstate or
international delivery.

STORAGE
All items must be paid for and collected within the collection times
advertised for each individual auction.
If items are not collected within this time-frame, Mossgreen reserves the
right to charge removal and storage fees.
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Permits

Important Notice

Under the protection of the Movable
Cultural Heritage Act 1986, buyers may
be required to obtain an export permit
for certain categories of items in this sale,
from the Movable Cultural Heritage unit,
Identification and Conservation Branch,
Environment Australia, GPO Box 787,
Canberra, ACT, 2601.

Some imagery of Aboriginal Art and
artefacts in this catalogue may be of a
secret nature and it is suggested that
officials in Aboriginal communities preview
the catalogue with community elders for
approval before circulating it to the general
community.

Also, buyers may be required under the
provisions of the wildlife and protection
‘Regulation of Exports and Imports’ Act of
1992, to obtain an export permit for certain
categories of items in this auction such
as ivory or tortoiseshell. These permits
are to be obtained from the Wildlife
Protection Section, Environment Australia –
Biodiversity Group, prior to the purchase of
items being exported from Australia.
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PINTO COLLECTION
Melbourne, Wednesday 20 May 2015
Viewing

Viewing & Auction Location

Auction

Mossgreen Auctions
926–930 High Street
Armadale, Victoria 3143

Wednesday 20 May 2015
Time: 6.30pm

GST

Payments & Collections

Telephone/Absentee Bids

In cases where the vendor is selling
property owned by an entity registered
for GST, Mossgreen will charge GST on the
hammer price in addition. This is denoted
by a dagger symbol placed next to the
estimate †

Payments & Collections can be made at:
926–930 High Street, Armadale, VIC 3143

Please complete the Telephone or Absentee
bid form/s at the end of this catalogue and
fax to Mossgreen Auctions on 03 9508
8899. Bids must be received 24 hours prior
to the commencement of the auction.

Thursday 14 May
Friday 15 May
Saturday 16 May
Sunday 17 May
Monday 18 May
Tuesday 19 May
Wednesday 20 May

10am–5pm
10am–5pm
10am–5pm
10am–5pm
10am–5pm
10am–5pm
10am–5pm

Buyer’s Premium
A buyer’s premium of 22% applies to all
purchases. GST is applicable to the buyer’s
premium only, unless indicated otherwise
by the symbol †

Resale Royalty Scheme
Lots subject to payment of the Artists
Resale Royalty Scheme will be denoted
by the symbol §. The Australian Resale
Royalty is a flat rate of 5% on the hammer
price (including GST). The Australian Resale
Royalty is payable by the buyer in addition
to the buyer’s premium plus applicable GST.

Thursday 21 May
Friday 22 May

10am–5pm
10am–5pm

All goods must be collected and paid for
before 5pm on Friday 22 May to avoid
removal and storage charges.
All payments must be made in Australian
dollars. Credit cards will be accepted in
person only with a surcharge of 2.2%
(inc GST) for Visa and Mastercard and
3.3% (inc GST) for American Express.
Please refer to the payment form at the
back of this catalogue for further details.
Personal company and bank cheques are
not accepted.

Registration
To register to buy, all potential purchasers not
known to Mossgreen will be asked to provide
an accredited form of photo identification.

Removalists
Mossgreen Auctions will have local,
interstate art & international freight agents
available to arrange deliveries. Quotes
available on request.

International Buyers
International buyers not previously
registered with Mossgreen will be required
to transfer a AUD$500 deposit in cleared
funds to Mossgreen Auctions account in
order to be able to bid at this auction.
These funds must be cleared in Mossgreen
Auctions account 24 hours prior to the
Auctions start. For bank account details
please see Payment Form at the end of this
catalogue.
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FOREWORD
The Marc & Elena Pinto Collection is a true reflection of its creators
and of a moto which drives them and their business, 'to make life’s
moments permanently memorable through art.'
A truly international couple, Marc and Elena share diverse cultural
backgrounds, a passion for travel and an inherited love of collecting
beautiful objects, all of which has inspired this extraordinary collection
of Australian Indigenous, Indonesian, Papua New Guinea and Oceanic
artefacts.
Raised in Singapore, Marc is of Singaporean, Portuguese, British,
Indonesian and Chinese descent. His mother collected Chinese
ceramics, which were displayed in the family home and both his
parents were involved in the travel business. Marc began travelling
with them as a child and has continued to travel extensively ever since.
Elena was born to an Italian father and a Dutch mother and like Marc’s
parents, they were also collectors, of Fine European Art and Middle
Eastern carpets.
In an interesting twist, Marc’s cultural heritage, love of travel and tribal
artefacts has also inspired his career. Marc is a well-known tattoo
artist and owns the renowned Primitive Tattoo Studio in central Perth.
His career path was influenced by stories his Indonesian grandfather
told him about living with the Indigenous Dayaks in Sandakan, North
Borneo. Marc had his first tattoo here aged fifteen and this marked
the beginning of an obsession with and commitment to the craft of
traditional tattooing and an interest in tribal art.
In 1995, Marc left Singapore for Australia and set up his first tattoo
studio in Mount Lawley, Perth. Two years later he founded Primitive
Tattoo and Piercing Studio in central Perth. Marc has honed his craft
over many years, and has been taught by some of the highest profile
tribal tattooists in the world. Every tattoo he creates is unique, and is
born out of years of research and experience.
Alongside their tattoo business, Marc and Elena's travels have taken
them to all corners of the world, and their love of collecting on an
endless search for pieces that encapsulate a significant time or place,
culture or tribe. With a primary intent to preserve and promote tribal
history and culture, Marc and Elena’s collection pays homage to an
insatiable and driven desire to simply collect.
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1
An Early Broad Shield
South East Australia (mid nineteenth century)
carved wood
75 cm high
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, United Kingdom
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$12,000–18,000

1

12

2
A Rare Spearthrower (womera)
South Australia (nineteenth century)
carved hardwood, spinifex resin and tooth peg
57.5 cm long
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, South Australia
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$5,000–7,000

3
An Early Narrow Shield
Darling River Region, New South Wales
(mid-late nineteenth century)
carved hardwood
72.5 cm high
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, United Kingdom
Oceanic Art, New South Wales
Private Collection, Queensland
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$8,000–12,000

2

3

13

4
An Early Parrying Shield and Leangle Club
South East Australia (mid nineteenth century)
carved hardwood and traces of natural earth pigments
64.5 cm; 62 cm high (2)
PROVENANCE

King Billy, the Loddon tribe, Bendigo, Victoria
'Pop' Jones, Bendigo, Victoria (early 1900s)
By descent
Eric McConnille, Victoria (circa 1960)
Private Collection, New South Wales
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$10,000–15,000
This shield and club is sold with a signed letter by Eric McConnille stating that the
artefacts were originally collected by 'Pop' Jones who was a train driver for Vicrail
in Bendigo. The shield and club were reputedly collected by Jones from 'King
Billy' who was the last of the Loddon tribe in Bendigo in the early 1900s.
This parrying shield and club possess a fascinating provenance having been
given to a Victorian train driver, 'Pop' Jones of Bendigo, in the first years of the
twentieth century by a tribal elder who was given the sobriquet of 'King Billy,
the last of the Loddon tribe'. The shield bears the hallmarks of shields from the
southeastern region of the continent: the sharp, triangular profile; the cut handle;
and an engraved design of parallel chevron lines divided into five sections by
lateral undecorated bands. The leangle also bears engraved decoration at the grip
and cross-hatching around a natural bulbous protrusion in the timber.
The Aboriginal identity of King Billy may be a mystery however he is likely to
have belonged to the Dja Dja Wurrung group. It is likely that he is the same King
Billy who was referred to in an article that originally appeared in the Bendigo
Advertiser and reprinted in the Country News section of The Argus on Friday,
31 May 1872. The article reflects the settler population's predilection to believe
it was witnessing the end of a civilization claiming that King Billy 'is the last of
the Loddon tribe. Once that was one of the strongest tribes in Victoria ... .' King
Billy was judged however, to be a 'sober man ... who dresses himself very tidily,
and conducts himself peacefully, being a regular favourite among the farmers in
Eddington and Laanecoorie.' Furthermore, King Billy's social standing was such
that he wanted to institute a tollgate on the new bridge over the Loddon 'in order
that he may obtain a revenue from the traffic, which he claims as the right which
his progenitors enjoyed in the ages of antiquity.' King Billy may also have had his
portrait sketched by the colonial artist George Rowe (see Cahir, F., Black Gold:
Aboriginal people on the goldfields of Victoria, 1850-1870, Aboriginal History
monograph, 25, Canberra: ANU EPress, 2012, p.31),
'Pop' Jones was a Victorian train driver living in Bendigo early in the twentieth
century. He died in the early 1960s upon which the shield passed into the hands
of Eric McConnille. In a letter that accompanies the artefacts and that had been
received by the current collector on 15 October 2012, McConnille describes the
history of the pieces. Although McConnille states that as Jones drove trains all
over the state of Victoria it is not known where he met this King Billy. Nonetheless,
as both lived in the Bendigo area, the likelihood is that it was the Dja Dja Wurrung
King Billy who gave the objects to 'Pop' Jones.
Wally Caruana

4
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5 (Detail)
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5
A Fine and Early Narrow Shield
Darling River Region, New South Wales (mid nineteenth century)
carved hardwood and natural earth pigments
85.5 cm high
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Sydney
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$18,000–25,000
A fine, early parrying shield of diamond shaped cross-section and
elongated triangular profile decorated on the front face in sections
of zig-zag and chevron patterning etched into one half of the
surface and cross-hatching in the other, with a solid cut handle.
Traces of inlaid pigment remain. The shield possesses a fine red
ochred patina. The shape is typical of south-eastern Australian
parrying shields and especially those made in the region around the
Darling, Lachlan and Murrumbidgee Rivers in New South Wales.
The shields were used for defending the holder from club blows in
close combat. The repeated parallel zig-zag motifs, again typical of
the style of the region, present a visually shimmering appearance
that enhances the physical and spiritual efficacy of the weapon,
while also dazzling the opponent. For similarly early parrying
shields see Cooper, C. et al, Aboriginal Australia, Australian Gallery
Directors Council, Sydney, 1981, p. 84, S26-S30, and Davies, S.M.
with R. Stack, Collected: 150 Years of Aboriginal Art and Artifacts at
the Macleay Museum, The University of Sydney, Sydney, 2002, p.
82, plate 98.
Wally Caruana
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6
An Incised Club
South East Australia (late nineteenth century)
carved wood
75 cm high
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, United Kingdom
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$2,500–3,500

7
A Parrying Shield
South East Australia (nineteenth century)
carved wood and natural earth pigments
80 cm high
PROVENANCE

Tribalmania, United States of America
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$6,000–8,000

8
Two Transitional Boomerangs
La Perouse, New South Wales (circa 1930s)
carved wood and pokerwork designs
48.5 cm; 53 cm long (2)
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, United States of America
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$1,200–1,800
Illustrated online at www.mossgreen.com.au

6
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10

11

9
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A Superb Transitional Boomerang

An Exceptional Boomerang

A Fine Boomerang

South West Queensland (late nineteenth century)
carved hardwood
69 cm long

South West Queensland (nineteenth century)
carved hardwood
66 cm long

South West Queensland (nineteenth century)
carved hardwood
55 cm long

PROVENANCE

PROVENANCE

PROVENANCE

Private Collection, United Kingdom
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth

Taylor Dale Tribal Art, United States of America
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth

Private Collection, United Kingdom
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth

$3,000–5,000

$3,000–5,000

$1,800–2,500

18

12
A Large Boomerang Club
Lake Eyre Region, South Australia/Queensland border
(nineteenth century)
carved hardwood
108.5 cm long
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Western Australia
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$4,000–6,000

13
A Large Boomerang Club
Lake Eyre Region, South Australia/Queensland border
(nineteenth century)
carved hardwood
52 cm long
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Western Australia
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$3,000–5,000

12

13

14 (Detail reverse)

19

14
A Gulmari Shield
South Western Queensland (nineteenth century)
carved wood and natural earth pigments
55 cm high
PROVENANCE

Lord Alastair McAlpine, Western Australia
Fine Aboriginal Art, Bonhams & Goodman,
Sydney, 17 November 2004
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$3,000–5,000

15
An Unusual Ceremonial Shield
Central Queensland (nineteenth century)
carved wood and pigment
63 cm high
PROVENANCE

D'lan Davidson, Queensland (2001)
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$6,000–8,000

14

15

20

16

17

A Bicornual Basket (jawun)

A Bicornual Basket (jawun)

Herberton Gorge, North Queensland (circa 1900)
woven lawyer cane and natural earth pigments
23 cm high

Herbert River Region, North East Queensland (nineteenth century)
woven lawyer cane and natural earth pigments
33.5 cm high

PROVENANCE

PROVENANCE

Collected at Herberton Gorge, North Queensland (early 1900s)
Private Collection, Queensland
Aboriginal Art, Sotheby's Australia, Melbourne, 20 July 2009, lot 6 (partial lot)
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth

Muralambeen Homestead, Ingham, North Queensland (collected circa 1900)
D'lan Davidson, Queensland (2006)
Important Aboriginal Art, Sotheby's Australia, Melbourne, 24 July 2007, lot 12, illustrated
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth

$4,000–6,000

$5,000–7,000

A jawun or two-horned basket of characteristically architectonic design, this rare
and fine example in excellent condition retains much of its painted decoration. The
designs in red and yellow ochre outlined in black pigment relate to those found on
kidney-shaped rainforest shields. Jawun are made of woven strips of lawyer cane
by both men and women of the Jirrbal and neighbouring groups in the rainforests
of eastern Cape York Peninsula, from Cooktown in the north to Cardwell in the
south. Jawun are unique to this region. They have a variety of uses: in ceremonies,
funerals and for purposes of trade. On the quotidian level, jawun are used as
carrying baskets, the larger ones big enough to carry a baby. With the horns
wedged between sticks or rocks in a flowing stream, jawun are used to leach the
toxins out of bush foods, and as fish traps.

I personally collected this bicornual basket (along with 12 others) at Muralambeen,
which was a farming and grazing property in the Hinchinbrook Shire in Ingham.
Muralambeen was established by Christopher Allingham in 1876 on the flood plain
of the Herbert River and has been in the family ever since. The property employed
many Indigenous workers over the years. The local women wove cylindrical carrying
baskets but they traded with the neighbouring Indigenous groups to obtain Jawun (or
bicornual baskets). This basket originated in the Herbert River Region and most likely
made by members of the Nyawaygi or Wargamaygan groups.
D'lan Davidson

Wally Caruana

16

17

21

18
A Rainforest Shield
Far North Queensland (early twentieth century)
carved hardwood and natural earth pigments
57 cm high
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Queensland
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$9,000–12,000

19
A Rare Rainforest Boomerang
Far North Queensland (circa 1900)
carved wood and pigments
52.5 cm long
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Queensland
Aboriginal Art, Sotheby's Australia, Melbourne,
20 July 2009, lot 6 (partial lot)
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$1,200–1,800
Illustrated online at www.mossgreen.com.au

18

22

20
An Early Rainforest Sword Club
Yungaburra, North Queensland (nineteenth century)
carved hardwood and spinifex resin
132 cm long
PROVENANCE

Collected at Lake Eacham, Yungaburra,
North Queensland (1950s)
Private Collection, Queensland
Aboriginal Art, Sotheby's Australia, Melbourne,
20 July 2009, lot 6 (partial lot)
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$3,000–5,000

21
A Painted Rainforest Sword Club
North East Queensland (early twentieth century)
carved hardwood and pigments
125 cm high
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Sydney
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$2,000–3,000
Illustrated online at www.mossgreen.com.au

20

23

22
A Rainforest Shield
Cardwell District, Far North Queensland (circa 1900)
carved figwood and natural earth pigments
64.2 cm high
PROVENANCE

Keith Hill, Cairns
Graham Lancaster Auctions, Toowoomba,
31 August 2014, lot 441
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$12,000–18,000

22

24

23

25

A Pineapple Headed Club

A Transitional Dance Shield

Queensland (circa 1900)
carved hardwood
78 cm long

Far North Queensland (circa 1930s)
carved wood and natural earth pigments
50.5 cm high

PROVENANCE

PROVENANCE

Private Collection, United States of America
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth

Private Collection, Queensland
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth

$800–1,200

$1,500–2,000
Illustrated online at www.mossgreen.com.au

24
A Basket

26

Central Coast Queensland (circa 1960s)
woven pandanus fibre
32 cm high

A Transitional Dance Shield

PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Northern Territory
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$500–700

Far North Queensland (circa 1930s)
carved wood and natural earth pigments
49 cm high
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Melbourne
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$1,200–1,800
Illustrated online at www.mossgreen.com.au

23 (Detail)

24

25

27

28

29

A Childs Rainforest Shield

A Childs Rainforest Shield

A Childs Rainforest Shield

Far North Queensland (early twentieth century)
carved figwood and natural earth pigments
39 cm high

Far North Queensland (early twentieth century)
carved figwood and natural earth pigments
34 cm high

Far North Queensland (early twentieth century)
carved figwood and natural earth pigments
36.5 cm high

PROVENANCE

PROVENANCE

PROVENANCE

Michael Hamson, United States of America
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth

Private Collection, Queensland
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth

Michael Hamson, United States of America
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth

$4,000–6,000

$4,000–6,000

$4,000–6,000

27

28

29

26

30
A Ceremonial Headdress
Mornington Island, Queensland (circa 1960s)
human hair string, bark, natural earth pigments
and emu feathers
51 cm high
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Sydney
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$800–1,200

31
Three Wunda Shields
Western Australia (early twentieth century)
carved wood and natural earth pigments
63.5 cm; 68 cm; 64 cm high (3)
PROVENANCE

The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$8,000–12,000

30

27

31

28

32

33

34

35

An Early Bardi Shield

A Carved Shield

An Early Wunda Shield

A Fine Bardi Shield

Broome, Western Australia
(nineteenth century)
carved wood and natural earth pigments
72.4 cm high

Lagrange Bay Region, Western Australia
(circa 1900)
carved hardwood
80 cm high

Western Australia (nineteenth century)
carved wood
67.5 cm high

Dampier Peninsular, Western Australia
(early twentieth century)
carved hardwood
74 cm high

PROVENANCE

PROVENANCE

Private Collection, United States of
America
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection,
Perth

Private Collection, Western Australia
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection,
Perth

Private Collection, Western Australia
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection,
Perth

PROVENANCE

$3,000–5,000

$3,000–5,000

PROVENANCE

Sotheby's Australia, Melbourne
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection,
Perth
$5,000–7,000

$4,000–6,000

32
(Detail)

33
(Detail)

34
(Detail)

35
(Detail)

29

36

37

38

39

A Fine and Early Spearthrower
(womera)

An Exceptional and Early
Spearthrower (womera)

A Fine and Early Spearthrower
(womera)

An Early Spearthrower (womera)

Western Australia (nineteenth century)
carved hardwood, wood and kangaroo
gut binding
70 cm high

Western Australia (nineteenth century)
carved hardwood, wood and kangaroo
gut binding
61 cm high

Western Australia (nineteenth century)
carved hardwood, wood and kangaroo
gut binding
58.2 cm high

PROVENANCE

PROVENANCE

PROVENANCE

Adam Prout, United Kingdom
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection,
Perth

Fine Early Aboriginal & Oceanic Art,
Mossgreen, Sydney, 18 August 2008,
lot 198
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection,
Perth

Private Collection, United Kingdom
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection,
Perth

$3,000–5,000

$3,500-5,500

Western Australia (nineteenth century)
carved wood, spinifex resin and
kangaroo gut binding
57.5 cm high
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, United Kingdom
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection,
Perth
$2,000–3,000
Illustrated online at www.mossgreen.com.au

$5,000–7,000

36 (Detail)

37 (Detail)

38 (Detail)

30

40
Five Spear Tips
Kimberley Region, Western Australia
(early twentieth century)
carved wood and natural earth pigments
50 cm; 58 cm; 56 cm; 56 cm;
59 cm long (5)
PROVENANCE

The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$5,000–7,000

41
Two Rare Spearthrowers (marea)
South Western Australia (early-mid
nineteenth century)
carved hardwood, spinifex resin and
kangaroo gut binding
57 cm; 58 cm high (2)
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, United Kingdom
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$2,500–3,500
Illustrated online at www.mossgreen.com.au

These spearthrowers of broad leaf like form,
undecorated, peg attached with kangaroo
gut and resin in a shape of a bean moulded
onto handle.

40

31

42
A Rare Ceremonial Pendant
Kimberley Region, Western Australia
(mid twentieth century)
carved wood, natural earth pigments and human hair
string
16 cm high
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Queensland
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$2,000–3,000

43
Three Carved Pearl Shells (Riji Jakoli)
Western Australia (early-mid twentieth century)
carved pearl shell and natural earth pigments
13.5 cm; 16.1 cm; 16.6 cm long (3)
PROVENANCE

Pearl shell valves, originating in the west Kimberley,
and engraved by Aboriginal artists with either geometric
designs or naturalistic depictions of people, flora and
fauna, are among the most beautiful Indigenous art
forms found in Australia.

flow of a stream, or the play of colour on the skins of
the Rainbow Snake. Consequently pearl shell plays
a large role in rainmaking and the control of storms,
lightning and other atmospheric phenomena in many
traditionally oriented aboriginal communities.

Known in the Kimberley as jakoli or riji, depending on the
area in which they are found, they are also known more
widely as longka-longka – a central Australian term.

Many of the geometric designs engraved on pearl
shells, meanders, particularly sets of parallel lines,
sometimes organised as zigzags, are said to represent
flowing streams, the ruffle of wind across the surface
of water, or marks left in the sand as the tide recedes.
Other, more complex mazes, masterpieces of design
layout and construction may represent ancestral figures
or their pathways across the landscape. Naturalistic
images, range from the simple, individual images
of flora and fauna to detailed scenes that may be
historical records of events, or depictions of traditional
mythology in a contemporary manner.

The gleaming shells, usually shaped into oval or round
forms, were usually worn as pendants or hanging from
belts of spun hair string. In many parts of the Kimberley
they marked the ceremonial status of a young man.
After use in this manner they often formed valuable
items of exchange, often being traded to people far
across the continent. Kimberley pearl shells have been
found in Arnhem Land, western Queensland and on the
coast of the Southern Ocean in South Australia.
The shining nacreous surface immediately links pearl
shell with the ubiquitous Rainbow Serpents and
associated aqueous symbolism. The flashing reflects
the lightning that precedes the monsoonal storms,
the softer tones, the surface of pools of water, or the

These three shells present a series of designs including
simple and complex meanders and a finely executed
interlocking key design in which the various elements
nest within one another.
Kim Akerman

Private Collection, Alice Springs (1975-2000)
Private Collection, Queensland
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$4,000–6,000

42

43

43
43 (Detail)

32

44 (Detail)

33

44
An Extraordinary and Important Ceremonial Shield
Kimberley Region, Western Australia (early twentieth century)
carved wood and natural earth pigments
124 cm high
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Western Australia (1950s)
Private Collection, Queensland
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$30,000–50,000
There are more varieties of Aboriginal shields in Western
Australia than are found in other parts of the continent.
Distinct forms are found in the north and central Kimberley
and the Dampierland Peninsula, while along the 80-Mile
Beach are found the so-called ‘La Grange’ shields, made of
heavy hardwood and engraved with meticulously executed
interlocking-key designs. In the Pilbara, and south to the
Gascoyne- Murchison region, are found shields of lighter
wood with panels of zigzags engraved on the face. When
these latter shields have the zigzags confined to three panels
they are generally known as wunda shields. On the edge of
the western deserts, hardwood shields also occur sometimes
with simple engraving – concentric lozenge motifs and sets of
fine zigzag engraved lines being common also.
As would be expected the earliest shields found in collections
generally conform stylistically with others from the same area.
In the early 20th century however there appeared a liberating
from the strictures of traditional conformity. More shields were
decorated in ways that indicate that the individual artists/
craftsmen who made them, were exercising a flexibility,
hitherto unknown. It should be noted that these shields
were still functional objects – made for combat, traditional
exchange and ceremonial purposes and not created for the
tourist or art market.

44

34

This beautiful shield appears to be a north Kimberley shield of the type
called iwinu or jinyen. Made from the soft wood of the Bean tree (kandiwal)
or the Red Kapok tree (wurndala) the shields may be a simple length of
tree trunk with a recessed handle excavated into it at midpoint and round
in section, or a more carefully made wider shield, oval in plan and with
a biconvex section. The handle is generally raised above the body of the
shield with space for the fingers hollowed out beneath the grip. North
Kimberley shields were used primarily as defensive weapons when fighting
with clubs, rather than in spear fights where agility was all-important and
the spearthrower was used to deflect flying shafts.
Generally theses shields bore minimum decoration – usually a few bands of
paint – red, black or white. However some shields are decorated with quite
abstract blocks of colour. The great student of Aboriginal art, D.S. Davidson
illustrates a shield from the Forrest River area with triangular panels of
black, red, and white pigment in the mid-section that separates what
appears to be the head and tail of a dugong1. More recently shields from
this area were profusely decorated by painting naturalistic images – bush
scenes, ceremonial activity, hunting and fishing or figures of cosmological
beings were common themes. From the 1970s with the growth of tourism
and an expanding art market shields are more often decorated with
engraved rather than painted motifs of a similar nature.
One of the finest of Kimberley shields, this example is unusual in the
elegant low relief carving and the careful painting of the series of conjoined
elliptical, or ‘shuttle’ forms, that are embraced by sets of concentric bands
on both front and back. In many ways the decoration is reminiscent of the
complex thread-cross palga dance ornaments carried by dancers in the
north Kimberley. The fine patina and worn grip indicate that this piece had
seen a lot of handling prior to collection.
Kim Akerman
1

44

44 (Reverse)

D.S. Davidson, 1937. A Preliminary Consideration of Aboriginal Australian Decorative
Art. American Philosophical Society. Philadelphia. P.37, Fig. 25b.

35

45
Three Large Spearthowers (womera)
Kimberley Region, Western Australia (early twentieth century)
carved wood, natural earth pigments and kangaroo gut binding
89 cm; 106 cm; 109 cm high (3)
PROVENANCE

Various Private Collections
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$4,000–6,000

45

36

46

47

A Pearl Shell Pendant with String Belt
(Riji Jakoli)

A Carved Pearl Shell with human hair belt
(Riji Jakoli)

Western Australia (mid twentieth century)
carved pearl shell, string and natural earth
pigments
60 cm high (16 cm high shell only)

Western Australia (early-mid twentieth century)
carved pearl shell, natural earth pigments and
human hair string
53.5 cm high (the shell only 17 cm high)

PROVENANCE

PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Alice Springs (1975)
Private Collection, Queensland
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth

Private Collection, Western Australia
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$3,000–5,000

$2,500–3,500
This shell was collected in Alice Springs through
direct contact with Western Desert Aborigines.
Carved pearl shells often made their way
to Central Australia by means of trade from
Western Australia.
For related examples see Kim Akerman with
John Stanton, Kimberley pearl shell in Aboriginal
Australia, Northern Territory of Museum of Arts
and Science, Darwin, 1994

46

47

37

48
A Large and Unusual Wunda Shield
Central Western Australia (early-mid twentieth century)
carved wood and natural earth pigments
70 cm high
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Sweden
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$6,000–8,000

49
A Rare Painted Shield
Roper River, Northern Territory
(mid twentieth century)
carved wood, synthetic polymer 'trade' paint
and natural earth pigments
82.5 cm high
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Northern Territory
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$2,000–3,000
Illustrated online at www.mossgreen.com.au

48 (Reverse)

48

38

50
A Dynamic Wunda shield
Western Australia (mid twentieth century)
carved wood and natural earth pigments
77.5 cm
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Western Australia
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$3,000–5,000

51
A Diminutive Wunda shield
Western Australia (early-mid twentieth century)
carved wood and synthetic polymer 'trade' paint
55 cm high
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Western Australia
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$1,500–2,000

50

51

39

52
The Mudjon Shield
Wiluna, Western Australia (mid twentieth century)
carved hardwood
74 cm high
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Western Australia
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$7,000–10,000
This shield was purchased in 1977 from Mudjon (also known as
Freddie-Freddie), an elder of the Mandildjara people of the Gibson
Desert, who, in that year, had led an expedition into the Gibson Desert
to find an exiled couple, Warri and Yatungka. The couple had married
against Mandildjara kinship laws some thirty years earlier and had
fled into the inhospitable desert where they remained in isolation. An
extended period of drought in the 1970s lead the Mandildjara, who
had been resettled in the communities of Wiluna and Jigalong, to be
concerned for the couple's well-being. Mudjon, who was about 70 years
old at the time, enlisted the anthropologist and explorer W.J. Peasley, to
search the desert for the tribal couple. Peasley had been a doctor with
the Flying Doctor Service. The couple had never met Europeans before
and they died some years after they were found. Peasley's account of
the expedition, The Last of the Nomads, was published by Fremantle
Arts Centre Press in 1983. The shield is decorated front and back:
the front bears a vertical pattern of adze-like marks; the back bears
a rhythmic pattern of horizontal bands distinguished by the alternate
direction of the engraved lines, and a carved handle.
Wally Caruana

52 (Reverse)

52

40

53
LILY KARADADA

54

(BORN CIRCA 1937)

Kimberley Region, Western Australia (circa 1960)
carved wood, natural earth pigments and
kangaroo gut binding
127.5 cm long

Wanjina (1980s)
natural earth pigments on eucalyptus bark
59.5 x 31.5 cm
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Western Australia
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth

A Finely Painted Spearthrower (womera)

PROVENANCE

Private Collection
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$2,000–3,000

$1,200–1,800

53

54

54 (Reverse)

41

55
JACK WHERRA
(1920S-1978)

Untitled (Kalumburu/Mowanjum Shield) (circa 1960s)
carved wood and natural earth pigments
83 cm high
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Western Australia (1969)
D'lan Davidson, Queensland (2003)
Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$4,000–6,000
A softwood shield, of typical north Kimberley form, the face covered with
naturalistically painted images of fauna. A tortoise, serpents, kangaroo and
bustards, are all interspersed among more esoteric, traditional icons including
concentric circles and geometric forms the whole linked by the tracks of many
of the animals depicted. Each motif is further highlighted, by being outlined with
alternate red and white stippling. At one end an enigmatic figure emerges from
a ground that may represent rocks or possibly clouds. The striking stippling
creates the impression that one is looking at an astral map - the night sky with
the Kimberley constellations depicted in all their glory.
The reverse however depicts two men standing, one at each end, of an
hourglass shaped, ceremonial ground. One man is carrying across his shoulders
a thread-cross dancing accessory known in the north Kimberley as palga - the
same term is used for performances in which these objects may be used. At the
other end the second man carries spears and spearthrower.
The manner in which the two men have been painted, both in the stance, and
in the quality of draughtsmanship indicate that they were probably painted
by noted Kimberley artist, Jack Wherra. The shield was probably made at
Kalumburu where suitable wood was abundant and may have been painted
there when Jack visited the community, or at Mowanjum, where he normally
resided. Through the 1960s and into the 1970s there was a considerable trade
in shields between the two communities, with men at Mowanjum reciprocating
with pearl shell ornaments, cloth, and other sought after valuables.
Better known for his beautifully engraved boab nuts, Jack was also a practised
watercolourist, painting on paper as well as on wooden artefacts, and had also
experimented with oilpaints. He could also paint in a more traditional style,
decorating bark dishes, shields and spearthrowers with a variety of motifs
including wanjina figures. Jack began his artistic career while a prisoner in
Broome jail, doing time for a tribal murder. His artworks became quickly sought
after and allowed him to purchase small luxuries to ease his term in prison.
In the 1960s Jack worked closely with American anthropologist John McCaffrey
who assembled a considerable collection of his work, including a painted shield.
McCaffrey documented the iconography of a great number of Jack's engraved
boab nuts and his records provide important insights into Aboriginal life in the
north Kimberley in the first half of the last century.
Kim Akerman

55

42

56
ROY WIGGAN
(BORN 1930)

Untitled (Ilma) (2002)
synthetic polymer paint, cotton wool and wire on
wood
92 x 33 cm (irregular)
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Western Australia
Important Aboriginal Art, Lawson-Menzies,
Aboriginal Art, Sydney, 22 November 2006, lot 260
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$1,500–2,500

57
ROY WIGGAN
(BORN 1930)

Untitled (Ilma) (2002)
synthetic polymer paint, cotton wool and wire on
wood
92 x 16 cm (irregular)
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Western Australia
Important Aboriginal Art, Lawson-Menzies,
Aboriginal Art, Sydney, 22 November 2006, lot 261
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$1,200–1,800

56

57
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58
ROY WIGGAN
(BORN 1930)

Untitled (Ilma) (2002)
synthetic polymer paint, cotton wool and wire on wood
133 x 80 cm (irregular)
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Western Australia
Important Aboriginal Art, Lawson-Menzies, Sydney,
4 June 2006, lot 495
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$1,800–2,500
Ilma is a word that can mean either a song cycle or a
dance performance. The term is also used to describe
the artefacts used in the dance. Sometimes, these
are called ‘totems’ by non-Aboriginals. They are more
complicated forms of the thread-cross ‘God’s Eyes’ found among
many peoples right around the world.
Ilma were originally made by winding long lengths of hair or possum
fur string around a frame that was often made by tying two or more
sticks together to form either a single, or a double ended cross. Long
ilma were often made using a spear shaft as the main frame piece.
Bird or vegetable down was stuck with resin onto the ilma to create
pleasing contrasts of light and dark with the hair string webbing.
With access to tin, commercial paints and coloured wool, the Bardi
developed ilma into an art form in their own right. Forms and frames
cut from tin permitted more complicated sculptural forms to be
created than had been possible with the simple stick constructions.
Today plywood has replaced the heavier tin base of ilma sculptures.
Tin and plywood are cut into shapes representing islands, and other
topographic features. Other natural phenomena such as clouds,
lightning, whirlpools and tidal movements were signified by the
complex yet elegant patterns of wool and painted tin.
For several decades Bardi elder and artist, Roy Wiggan has been
creating many new forms of ilma. These new sculptures are
extensions of the original suite of ilma created by the late Billy Ah
Choo when he first composed an Ilma performance based on the
exploits of Roy’s father many years ago. Like Billy, Roy receives
inspiration for his creations through dream visitations from dead
kinsmen, as he lies asleep.
Today Roy’s ilmas are to be found in many galleries and collections
around the nation.
Kim Akerman
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44
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60

59
CHARLIE BRINKEN (NEEWILI)

60
ARTIST UNKNOWN

(CIRCA 1910-1993)

(PORT KEATS)

Untitled (Ceremony) (1960s)

Untitled (1950s)

natural earth pigments on eucalyptus bark
25 X 60 cm

natural earth pigments on eucalyptus bark
24 X 64.5 cm

PROVENANCE

PROVENANCE

Private Collection
Aboriginal Art, Sotheby's Australia, Sydney,
20 October 2008, lot 207, illustrated
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth

Gumbaya Park Museum, Melbourne
The Caspian Gallery Auction Featuring Property
From The Collection Of Bill Evans, Mossgreen,
Sydney, 22 May 2007, lot 7, illustrated
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth

$5,000–7,000

$3,000–5,000

45

61
ARTIST UNKNOWN
(PORT KEATS)

Untitled (circa 1958)
natural earth pigments on eucalyptus bark
57 x 15 cm
PROVENANCE

D'lan Davidson, Queensland (2003)
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$2,000–3,000

62
ARTIST UNKNOWN
(PORT KEATS)

Untitled (1950s)
natural earth pigments on eucalyptus bark
57 x 18 cm
PROVENANCE

Gumbaya Park Museum, Melbourne
The Caspian Gallery Auction Featuring Property
From The Collection Of Bill Evans, Mossgreen,
Sydney, 22 May 2007, lot 25, illustrated
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$3,000–5,000

61

62
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63
NYM BUNDUK

66
ARTIST UNKNOWN

(CIRCA 1900-1974)

(PORT KEATS)

Untitled (1965)

Untitled (Sea Urchins) (circa 1960)

natural earth pigments on eucalyptus bark
62.5 x 29.5 cm

natural earth pigments on eucalyptus bark
19 x 66 cm

PROVENANCE

PROVENANCE

Scott Rainbow, New South Wales
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth

Private Collection
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth

$2,500–3,000

$2,000–3,000

64
ARTIST UNKNOWN

67
ATTRIBUTED TO
BOBYIN NONGAH

(PORT KEATS)

Untitled (1950s)
natural earth pigments on euclyptus bark
21.5 x 70 cm
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Sydney
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$2,000–3,000

(WORKING 1960S)

Untitled (1965)
natural earth pigments on eucalyptus bark
21.7 x 59 cm
PROVENANCE

Private Collection
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$1,500–2,000

65
BOBYIN NONGAH
(WORKING 1960S)

Untitled (Kunmanggur the Bringer
of Life) (late 1960s)
natural earth pigments on eucalyptus bark
23 x 57 cm
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Sydney
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$1,000–1,500

63

47

64

65

66

67

48

68
ARTIST UNKNOWN
(GROOTE EYLANDT)

Untitled (Rock Wallaby) (1950s)
natural earth pigments on eucalyptus bark
25.5 x 38.5 cm
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, United States of America
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$2,000–3,000

68

69
ABARJARA AMAGULA
(WORKING 1960S)

Untitled (Turtles) (1960)
natural earth pigments on eucalyptus bark
bears cat. no.GE 255 verso
32.5 x 47.5 cm
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Queensland
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$1,200–1,800

70
ARTIST UNKNOWN
(GROOTE EYLANDT)

Untitled (Sea Creatures) (1965)
69

natural earth pigments on eucalyptus bark
35 x 79 cm
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Queensland
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$1,500–2,000

70

49

71
ARTIST UNKNOWN
(WESTERN ARNHEM LAND)

Male and Female Mimi (1960)
natural earth pigments on eucalyptus
bark
62.5 x 20 cm; 57 x 21 cm (2)
PROVENANCE

Fine Early Aboriginal & Oceanic Art,
Mossgreen, Sydney, 18 August 2008,
lot 226, illustrated
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection,
Perth
$4,000–6,000
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72

74

51

76

72
DICK NGULEINGULEI
MURRUMURRU
(CIRCA 1920-1988)

Untitled (Mimi and Fish) (1968)
natural earth pigments on eucalyptus bark
79 x 35 cm
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Western Australia
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth

74
ARTIST UNKNOWN

76
ALBERT NAMATJIRA

(WESTERN ARNHEM LAND)

(1902-1959)

Untitled (Mimis and Fish) (1950s)

Untitled (Boomerang) (circa 1940s)

natural earth pigments on eucalyptus bark
57.5 x 41 cm

carved wood and pigment
signed "Albert Namatjira" lower centre
57 cm long

PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Perth
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$1,500–2,000

(WESTERN ARNHEM LAND)

Untitled (Fish) (circa 1950)
natural earth pigments on eucalyptus bark
40 x 60 cm
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Northern Territory
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$1,500–2,000

Private Collection
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$1,500–2,000

$2,000–3,000

73
ARTIST UNKNOWN

PROVENANCE

75
YUWUN YUWUN MARRUWARR
(CIRCA 1928-1979)

Mimi Women (1968)
natural earth pigments on eucalyptus bark
54 x 32.5 cm
PROVENANCE

Scott Rainbow, New South Wales
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$800–1,200
Illustrated online at www.mossgreen.com.au

52

77
A Ceremonial Spearhead
Bathurst or Melville Islands, Northern Territory
(mid twentieth century)
carved hardwood and natural earth pigments
81 cm high
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, United States of America
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$1,800–2,500

78
A Rare Painted Basket
Darwin Region, Northern Territory
(early-mid twentieth century)
woven cane and natural earth pigments
22.5 cm high
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Queensland
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$1,500–2,000

77 (Detail)

78

53

79
Two Ceremonial Hooked Boomerangs
Northern Territory (early twentieth century)
carved wood and natural earth pigments
63 cm; 80 cm high (2)
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Northern Territory
Private Collection, Queensland
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$1,500–2,500

80
BILLY STOCKMAN (TJAPALTJARRI)
(BORN CIRCA 1925)

Untitled (small piti) (1975)
synthetic polymer paint on carved hardwood
30.5 cm long
PROVENANCE

Private Collection
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$800–1,200
Illustrated online at www.mossgreen.com.au

79 (Detail)

54

55

81
A Malangan Figure
New Ireland, Papua New Guinea (mid twentieth century)
wood, natural earth pigments and paint
79 cm high
PROVENANCE

Bill Evans, Sydney
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$3,000–5,000
This figure from New Ireland was once part of a reliquary
scene. It was quite possibly the central figure, with arms
outstretched and smaller figures either side.
These Malangan figures represent ancestor spirits. The
major figurative works in New Ireland relate to funeral
ceremonies, and traditionally were set up - like an altar - to
celebrate the life of an important person. They were then left
to slowly deteriorate and rot in the tropical weather.

82
A Carved Figure
Abelam Region, Papua New Guinea (mid twentieth century)
carved wood and natural earth pigments
85 cm high
PROVENANCE

Rick Bennett, Queensland
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$500–700
Illustrated online at www.mossgreen.com.au

81 (Detail)
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83

85

87

Two Canoe Splash Boards

A Lime Spatula

An Early Spatula

Trobriand Islands, Papua New Guinea
(mid twentieth century)
carved wood and synethetic polymer 'trade' paint
42 cm high; 51.5 cm high (2)

Massim, Louisiade Archipelago, Papua New Guinea
(early-mid twentieth century)
tortoise shell, shell beads, glass beads and bark fibre
30.5 cm high

Sepik River Region, Papua New Guinea (circa 1900)
carved wood
49 cm high

PROVENANCE

PROVENANCE

Richard Aldridge, Perth
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth

Richard Aldridge, Perth
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth

The Holt Collection, Sydney (H1090)
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth

$800–1,200

$1,500–2,000

84

86

Two Ceremonial Adzes

An Early Spatula

Trobriand Islands, Papua New Guinea
(early twentieth century)
carved wood and cane binding
65 cm; 94 cm long

Collingwood Bay, Papua New Guinea (circa 1900)
carved wood
38 cm long

Trobriand Islands, Papua New Guinea
(early-mid twentieth century)
carved wood
30 cm long; 35 cm long; 38 cm long (3)

PROVENANCE

PROVENANCE

PROVENANCE

Michael Hamson, United States of America
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth

Private Collection, United States of America
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth

$1,200–1,800

$600–800

Richard Aldridge, Perth; The Holt Collection, Sydney
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$1,800–2,500
Illustrated online at www.mossgreen.com.au

83

PROVENANCE

$800–1,200

88
Three spatulas

57

88

88
86
85

88 (Detail)
87

89
A Finely Carved Bowl
Trobriand Islands, Papua New Guinea
carved hardwood and natural pigments
76 cm long
PROVENANCE

Richard Aldridge, Perth
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$700–1,000

89 (Detail)

58

90

92

A Kaydebu Dance Shield

A Shell Trumpet (putona)

Trobriand Islands, Papua New Guinea
(circa 1900)
carved wood and natural earth pigments
72 cm high

Papua New Guinea (early twentieth century)
triton tritonis shell
27.5 cm long

PROVENANCE

Richard Aldridge, Perth
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth

Private Collection, North Queensland
(collected 1912)
D'lan Davidson, Queensland (2002)
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth

PROVENANCE

$600–800

$2,500–3,500

93

These shields are carried in the hands by
men in the "kaydebu" dance. The freedom of
the curves and clarity of the pattern are well
executed and place them among the finest
products of the native decorative art objects.
Painted with natural earth pigments of white.

A Carved Figure
Trobriand Island, Papua New Guinea
(circa 1900)
carved hardwood
26 cm high
PROVENANCE

91
An Headdress Adornment
Abelam Region, Papua New Guinea
(mid twentieth century)
carved wood and natural earth pigments
32 cm high
PROVENANCE

The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$800–1,200

Private Collection, Sydney
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$800–1,200

94
A Carved Wooden Trophy Skull
Sepik River Region, United States of America
(mid twentieth century)
carved wood and natural earth pigments
34 cm long
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, United States of America
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$600–800

90

59

95

96

A Exquisitely Carved Drum

A Bark Belt

Lower Ramu River, Papua New Guinea
(early twentieth century)
carved wood, lizard skin and natural binding
33.5 cm high

Papuan Gulf, Papua New Guinea
(mid twentieth century)
bark and natural earth pigments
25 cm diameter

PROVENANCE

PROVENANCE

Richard Aldridge, Perth
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth

Richard Aldridge, Perth
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth

$600–800

$2,000–3,000

95

93

92

91
94
96 (Detail)
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97

97
An Ancient Shield
Lumi Region, Papua New Guinea
(probably nineteenth century)
carved wood
94 cm high
PROVENANCE

Michael Hamson, United States of America
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$3,000–5,000
This shield is pre-contact and appears to be
stone carved.

98 (Detail)

61

98
An Early Figure
Karawarri River, Papua New Guinea
(probably nineteenth century)
carved wood
157.5 cm high
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Germany
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$12,000–18,000

98

62

99
A Carved Mask (Chubwan)
Pentecost Island, Vanuatu (twentieth century)
carved hardwood
48 cm high
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, France
(reputedly collected mid twentieth century)
Private Collection, Germany
A. Richter Collection, France
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$6,000–8,000
A Chubwan Mask from Pentecost Island, Vanuatu.
These masks were used for ritual events associated
with men and yams often offering spiritual protection.
It's pronounced cheeks and wide grin are suggestive of
benevolent laughter.

100
A Carved Figure
Karawarri River, Papua New Guinea
(mid twentieth century)
carved wood and natural earth pigments
92 cm high
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, United States of America
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$2,000–3,000
Illustrated online at www.mossgreen.com.au

99

63

101

102

A Rare Figurative Club (toromiro)

A Finely Carved Ceremonial Paddle

Easter Island, Polynesia
(late nineteenth century)
carved wood and obsidian
111.5 cm high

Austral Islands, Polynesia
(early-mid nineteenth century)
carved hardwood
124 cm high

PROVENANCE

PROVENANCE

Adam Prout, United Kingdom
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth

Private Collection, United Kingdom
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth

$6,000–8,000

$5,000–7,000

This rare figurative club is of spatulate form,
the terminal carved with a janus face with
domed incised ridged coiffure and pendulous
ears. The eyes are set with obsidian pupils.

101 (Detail)

102 (Detail)

101

102
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103

105

106

107

A War Club (toko)

A War Axe

A Carved Paddle

A Bird Headed Club

Fiji, Melanesia (nineteenth century)
carved hardwood
71 cm high

Solomon Islands, Micronesia
(nineteenth century)
wood and metal
96 cm long

Buka, Solomon Islands
(nineteenth century)
carved wood and pigments
106 cm long

Kanak People, New Caledonia,
Melanesia (mid nineteenth century)
carved wood
63 cm high

PROVENANCE

PROVENANCE

PROVENANCE

Private Collection, United States of
America
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection,
Perth

Private Collection, France
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection,
Perth

Private Collection, United Kingdom
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection,
Perth

$2,500–3,500

$1,500–2,500

PROVENANCE

Crispin Howarth, Canberra
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection,
Perth
$1,200–1,800

104

$1,200–1,800

A fine and early Bird Head club dating
to the mid nineteenth century (or earlier)
which bears a straight hardwood club
with tapering beak with raised eyes. This
club exhibits extensive wear and use and
possesses a deep brown glossy patina.

A Ceremonial Chieftain's Staff
Marquesas Islands, Polynesia
(circa 1900)
carved wood
127 cm long
PROVENANCE

Fine African and Oceanic Art, Bonhams,
New York, 15 May 2008, lot 596
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection,
Perth
$4,000–6,000
In the form of a traditional canoe paddle,
the flaring head, of rounded form, with
a central knob-like projection; the entire
club executed in a light brown wood,
fully incised with complex geometric
patterns.

103 (Detail)

104 (Detail)

105 (Detail)
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108

109

110

An Inlaid Parrying Shield (roromaraugi)

A Spear

A Ceremonial Dance Club

San Cristobal, Solomon Islands, Micronesia
(circa 1900)
carved wood and shell inlay
139 cm high

Rennell Island, Solomon Islands
(early-mid twentieth century)
carved wood
135 cm high

PROVENANCE

PROVENANCE

Santa Cruz, Solomon Islands, Melanesia
(circa 1900)
carved wood, natural earth pigments and
binding
102 cm long

Fine Early Aboriginal & Oceanic Art,
Mossgreen, Sydney, 18 August 2008, lot
295, illustrated
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth

Private Collection, Queensland
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$800–1,200

PROVENANCE

Private Collection, United Kingdom
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$2,500–3,500

$2,500–3,500

Illustrated online at www.mossgreen.com.au

The flaring sickle-shaped top is decorated
with intricate shell inlay on either side. The
plain cylindrical shaft handle which tapers
to a point, supports a terminated finial.
This staff originally functioned as a parrying
shield against spear attack. Smaller versions
of these staffs were made as men's dance
sticks intended to be held horizontally.

106 (Detail)

107 (Detail)

108 (Detail)

109 (Detail)
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111
A Finely Carved Drum
Ramu River Region, Papua New Guinea
(early twentieth century)
carved wood
52 cm high
PROVENANCE

Richard Aldridge, Perth
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$800–1,200

112
A Carved Mask (Lewa)
Vokeo Island, Papua New Guinea
(mid twentieth century)
carved wood and natural fibres
37 cm high
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Sydney
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$3,000–5,000
Illustrated online at www.mossgreen.com.au

111

67

113

114

115

116

A Carved Mask

A Carved Mask

A Carved Mask

A Carved Mask

Lower Sepik Region, Papua New Guinea
(mid twentieth century)
carved wood and pigments
43 cm high

Coastal Sepik River Region, Papua New
Guinea (mid twentieth century)
carved wood and natural earth pigments
43.5 cm high

Lower Sepik River Region, Papua New
Guinea (mid twentieth century)
carved wood and pigments
43 cm high

Upper Keram River, Papua New Guinea
(mid twentieth century)
carved wood and pigments
37.5 cm high

PROVENANCE

PROVENANCE

PROVENANCE

PROVENANCE

Michael Hamson, United States of
America
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection,
Perth

Michael Hamson, United States of
America
A. Richter Collection, France
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection,
Perth

Bonhams, New York
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection,
Perth

The Richter Collection, France
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection,
Perth

$3,000–5,000

$2,000–3,000

$5,000–7,000

$3,000–5,000

113

114

115

116
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117
A Carved Figure
Boiken Region, Sepik, Papua New Guinea
(mid twentieth century)
carved wood and natural earth pigments
94.5 cm high
PROVENANCE

Richard Aldridge, Perth
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$5,000–7,000

118
A Carved Figure
Asmat region, Papua New Guinea
(mid twentieth century)
carved wood and natural earth pigments
118 cm high
PROVENANCE

R. Knox Collection, Australia
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$3,000–5,000
Illustrated online at www.mossgreen.com.au

Asmat art depics ancestors, each often with names.
These two freestanding figures were often created for
ceremonies to be used in a ceremonial house. During
ceremonies, performers often reenacted the origins
of humanity, dancing to simulate the movements
of the first humans, whose elbows and knees had
just become separated. The form and posture of the
figure also resemble a praying mantis, a creature that
was viewed by the Asmat as a symbol of the former
practice of headhunting since the female at times
beheads the male during mating.

117

69

119

120

A Pair of Figures

A Turtle Shaped Kava Bowl

Mortlock (or Yap) Island, Micronesia
(early twentieth century)
carved wood and pigments
29.5 cm high; 29 cm high (2)

Viti Levu, Fiji (early twentieth century)
carved wood
51 cm long

PROVENANCE

Private Collection, United Kingdom
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection,
Perth

Joe Kinker, United States of America
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection,
Perth
$2,500–3,500

119

120 (Detail)

PROVENANCE

$800–1,200
Fijians commonly share a drink called
grog made by pounding sun-dried kava
root into a fine powder, straining and
mixing it with cold water.

70

122 (Detail)

71

121

122

A Korwar Figure

A Korwar Figure

Cenderawasih Bay (formerly known as Geelvink
Bay), Papua New Guinea (nineteenth century)
carved wood
19 cm high

Cenderawasih Bay (formerly known as Geelvink
Bay), Papua New Guinea (nineteenth century)
carved wood
24.5 cm high

PROVENANCE

PROVENANCE

The Bisseling Collection, Den Haag,
The Netherlands (early twentieth century)
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth

Mr. Colijn, Netherlands (nineteenth century)
Private Collection
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth

$8,000–12,000

$20,000–30,000

An ancestral figure from Cenderawasih Bay,
formerly known as Geelvink Bay. The use and
expectation of the Korwar is to extend protection
and assistance to the family and household.

121
122
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123
An Ancient Figure
Ahe Tribe, West Kalimantan (nineteenth century or earlier)
carved and eroded ironwood
88 cm high
PROVENANCE

The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$6,000–8,000
This eroded ironwood Dayak River figure is from the Ahe Tribe,
West Kalimantan.
It was found in a river, with most of its features being eroded
by the water. However the elegant form still displays the artistic
merit it once had. This piece has yet to be carbon dated.

124
A Carved Weaving Board
Indonesia (early-mid twentieth century)
carved wood
61 x 20 cm
PROVENANCE

The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$1,000–1,500
A carved board for weaving with a stylized "antu" ghost figure
and abstract Aso dragon/ dog mystical underworld figures
repeated throughout the board. Back exhibits lots of wear
from weaving. The board is thin and made of lightwood, for
portability and is very well preserved.

125
A Dayak Board
East Kalimantan, Borneo (early-mid twentieth century)
carved wood
55.7 x 19 cm
PROVENANCE

The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$2,500–3,500
A well executed carved board for weaving. Stylized "antu",
ghost figure. Back exhibits lots of wear with countless
scratches, the result from weaving. Board is thin and in
lightwood, for portability and is very well preserved.

123

73

126
An Iban War Shield (kliau)
West Kalimantan, Borneo
carved wood and pigment
105 cm high
PROVENANCE

The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$3,000–5,000
This type of shield is also known as "klau" or "kliau", which typically consists
of a thin, lightweight wooden plank reinforced by four horizontal bands of
bound rattan. The obverse is always adorned with a complicated curvilinear
decoration, the central element of which is the head of a demon or "antu
gasi" with large circular eyes and mouth bristling with fangs that is vested
with powers to ward off evil spirits. The lower and upper registers show pairs
of Aso and on the reverse, intricate design twist around the grip, their bodies
terminating in tight coils.The Ibans share similar beliefs to that of the Kenyah/
Kayans of Ulu Mahakam.

124

125

126
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127

129

128

131

132

130

127

128

129

130

A Mandau Hilt

A Batak Bullet Holder

An Ancient Seated Figure

A Headdress Ornament

Indonesia (late nineteenth-early
twentieth century)
carved antler and woven rattan
12 cm high

Indonesia (nineteenth century)
carved wood
19.5 cm long

Ngaju Dayak, Central Kalimantan
(nineteenth century)
bamboo
9.3 cm high

Kenyah, Indonesia
(early twentieth century)
brass
12.5 cm high

PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Netherlands
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection,
Perth

PROVENANCE

PROVENANCE

The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection,
Perth

The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection,
Perth

The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection,
Perth

$1,800–2,500

$2,000–3,000

$2,000–4,000

$3,000–5,000

This Dayak Seated Figure comes from
Ngaju Dayak in Central Kalimantan and
is a bamboo stopper for a medicine
container held by a medicine man.
Usually charms and healing implements
would be within. This seated figure
would also represents an ancestor.

A brass headdress from the Kenyah
Dayak group of east Kalimantan, this
piece was attached to a rattan hat which
was adorned with Hornbill feathers. This
piece features a central figure probably
that of an ancestor, along side it a
couple of Aso dragon dogs.

An antler hilt that displays within it,
abstract Aso dragon dog mystical
figures, a symbol of protection from the
underworld. The handle itself is finely
plaited with fine rattan "krowit". Mandau
Hilt often shows status symbols and
very often intricately carved, no two are
alike, the dayaks always added they
personal influences with artistic freedom
and imagination. This is the reason why
dayak art is one of the most complex
within Indonesia and Oceania due to its
dimensional and abstract nature.

PROVENANCE

75

131

133

An Early Mat Weaving Tool

A Rare Blowgun Figurative Spearhead

Indonesia (early-mid twentieth century)
carved wood and steel
17 cm high

Indonesia (nineteenth century)
cast iron
40 cm high

PROVENANCE

PROVENANCE

The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection,
Perth

The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection,
Perth

$800–1,200

$8,000–12,000

A mat weaving tool from the Mahakam
Possibly Bahau or Busang Tribe, features
a human figure and an Aso dragon Dog
underworld figure. The top and base is
finished with simple yet stylized relief.

A very rare cast iron blowgun spearhead
with a figure. Few of these examples are
known in institutions. One in particular
is in The Jerome L Joss Collection at
the UCLA. Referenced in the Arc of
the Ancestors book p. 67, catalog 39
collection number FMCH x86.3135.
Another is featured in the Book, the
Eloquent Dead by Jerome Feldman p.
105 from a private collection.

132
A Dayak Rice Harvest Blade
East Kalimantan, Borneo
(early twentieth century)
carved wood and steel
19 cm long
PROVENANCE

The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection,
Perth
$800–1,200
A "padi" rice cutting tool, carved with and
abstract Aso, a dragon /dog. The Dayaks
are very creative and often designs reflect
a brilliant exhibition of creativity and style,
each personalised so no two are alike.

133

76

134
A Dayak Mandau
East Kalimantan, Indonesia (early twentieth century)
77 cm long
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Netherlands
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$3,500–5,500
Scabbard features a leach design in high relief,
bounded by sections of woven rattan. Hilt is in a
shape of an Aso dragon/dog figure, within it also
leach design high relief carving.

135
A Baby Carrier
Mahakam River, Indonesia (nineteenth century)
trade beads, seed beads, bronze, nassa shells,
woven fibres and wood
37 cm high
PROVENANCE

The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$6,000–8,000
A rattan woven basket back supported with uprights
and adorned with beaded panel that features the Aso
underworld dragon/dog figures along the top rows of
trade beads, hanging off it in sections, bronze bells
with seed beads and nassa shells, on the bottom a
row of buttons to finish. This baby carrier is from the
Mahakam River and probably from the Long-Gelat or
Busang Tribe and dates to the nineteenth century.
For a related examples see: Bernard Sellato, The
Plaited Arts from the Borneo Rainforest, p. 268 269, fig 22 and 27.

134 (Detail)
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136

137

A Large Iban Mask (hantu tuugerasi)

An Iban Mask

Malaysian Borneo, Indonesia (mid
twentieth century)
carved wood and natural pigment
39 cm high

West Kalimantan, Indonesia
(mid twentieth century)
carved wood and natural earth pigments
24 cm high

PROVENANCE

PROVENANCE

The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection,
Perth

The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection,
Perth

$2,500–3,500

$4,000–6,000

This mask is form the Iban of Malaysian
Borneo. These masks often represented
the spirit world, often called "hantu
Tuugerasi' or "Hantu Gerasi". Carved in
a human form, it is used to scare the
children into behaving and also used in
other rituals. This is a common belief and
even shields display abstract versions of
this spirit for protection.

136

137
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138

140

A Bamboo Quiver of Blow Darts

An Anthropomorphic Woven Basket

Indonesia (early twentieth century)
bamboo, rattan and wood
33 cm high

Dayak, East Kalimantan
(early twentieth century)
woven rattan fibre
33 cm high

PROVENANCE

Private Collection, The Netherlands (cat.
no. B124P)
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection,
Perth

PROVENANCE

$1,200–1,800

$4,000–6,000

An old bamboo dart container, attached
by rattan binding to a carved Aso
dragon/ dog underworld figure wood
hook that is used to slip into the
loincloth for portability.

These rare figurative baskets were used
to store rice or rice seeds specifically
for rituals. For a related example see;
Bernard Sellato (eds.), Plaited Arts of
the Rainforest, NIAS Press, Europe, p.
421, plate 9 (illustrated)

Private Collection
The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection,
Perth

139
A Dayak Rattan Basket
Indonesia (mid twentieth century)
dyed and woven rattan binding
32.5 cm high
PROVENANCE

139

The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection,
Perth
$1,000–1,500
A Woven rattan utilitarian basket
featuring human figures around it.
Rattan strips were dyed in red and
black, then woven. Dayaks are known
for their intricate skills in rattan and is
probably of Iban origin.

138

140
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141 (Detail)
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141
A Carved Figure (Adu Zatua)
Central Nias, Indonesia (nineteenth century)
carved hardwood
59 cm high
PROVENANCE

The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$30,000–40,000
This hardwood "Adu Zatua" figure has many of the features
associated with its style area in Nias. The heavy wood its
rough carving, and its size are appropriate along, the classic
sharp nose, great beard, muscular posture, and holding
severed heads in each hand. It is from Central Nias – Gomo
district – possibly Sawaihili village.

141
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142
An Iban War Shield
Bornea (mid twentieth century)
carved wood and synthetic polymer paint
118 cm high
PROVENANCE

The Marc and Elena Pinto Collection, Perth
$3,000–5,000
A lightweight wooden plank shield. The front
adorned with a complicated curvilinear decoration
of plant motifs, the central element of which is the
head of a demon or "antu gasi" with large circular
eyes and mouth bristling with fangs. Also known
as "udoq" or "kambe" according to Bernard Sellato,
is invested with powers to ward off evil spirits.
The upper register displays a row of five, four
legged animals painted in green with white spots,
possibly that of the spotted leopard, The lower, two
snakes interlocked. The reverse a large snake and
centipede, bearing the initials T.B. and dated 1959.
Painted with trade paints of Black, Yellow, White,
Red and Green. The Ibans share similar beliefs and
elements of material culture similar to that of the
Kenyah/Kayans of Ulu Mahakam.

END OF SALE
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142 (Reverse)
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Indigenous & Oceanic Art, Auction, Melbourne
Entries Invited

Sunday 26 July

The Sunday Art Emporium, Auction, Melbourne
Entries Invited

Sunday 23 August

Single-Owner Decorative Art, Auction, Sydney

MELBOURNE

SYDNEY
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926-930 High Street
Armadale, VIC 3143
03 9508 8888
www.mossgreen.com.au

The Art of High Tea
Open every day, 8am-5pm
Breakfast, Lunch and High Tea

926–930 High Street, Armadale Victoria 3143

Telephone: 03 9508 8850 www.mossgreen.com.au

L’ART DU CHAMPAGNE SINCE 1836.

Image Details: Pommery Media Dinner, October 2014 Entrance Foyer and Theatre Galleries, Mossgreen

Melbourne’s finest Corporate
Entertaining experience
Mossgreen, in partnership with Melbourne’s iconic caterer Peter Rowland can
offer a range of stylish event spaces for cocktail and sit down dining experiences
– with every event perfectly tailored to meet your requirements.
Contact the Events Director Amanda Swanson to discuss your next Corporate
Event at Mossgreen: 03 9508 8801 or amanda.swanson@mossgreen.com.au
MELBOURNE
926-930 High Street
Armadale, VIC 3143
www.mossgreen.com.au
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ABSENTEE BID FORM
In order to register to bid with Mossgreen, please complete this form and fax to
+61 3 9508 8899 or scan and email to mail@mossgreen.com.au
Name
(please print clearly)
Invoice address
(PO box not sufficient)

926–930 High Street
Armadale, VIC 3143
t
f
e
w

+61 3 9508 8888
+61 3 9508 8899
mail@mossgreen.com.au
www.mossgreen.com.au

BIDDER’S NUMBER
(Office Use Only)

City

State

Post Code

Country
Telephone number(s)
(in order of preference)

SALE CODE & TITLE

1.

(Please PRINT sale code & title here)

MG059
THE MARC & ELENA
PINTO COLLECTION

2.
Email Address
(please provide for invoice purposes)
Please scan or fax a copy of Photo ID, either a drivers licence or passport if you have not previously purchased with Mossgreen
Lot Number
in order

Catalogue Description

Maximum bid
Not including the buyer’s premium
or GST (where applicable)

Mossgreen bears no responsibility
for any errors which occur due to
late instructions. Mossgreen will
endeavour to confirm bids received
either by fax or by telephone. If you
have not received our confirmation
within one business day, please
contact Mossgreen.

A$
A$
A$
A$

It is the bidder’s responsibility to
check with Mossgreen staff whether
a saleroom notice relates to any lot
which they have listed. Bidders in the
room will be informed of saleroom
notices by the auctioneer at the
commencement of the auction.

A$
A$
A$
A$
I authorise Mossgreen to register bids on a per lot basis up to the maximum price I have indicated for each lot. I will not hold
Mossgreen responsible for any errors that occur. I have noted the ‘Conditions of Sale’ as printed in the auction catalogue
and agree to be bound by them.
Absentee bids must follow increments as set out in the terms and conditions (Section 4 K) and any bids that don’t follow
the steps will be rounded up to the nearest acceptable bid.
I understand that if my bid is successful, the purchase price will be the sum of my final bid plus the buyer’s premium of
22% of the final bid price plus any GST payable on the hammer price, as indicated in the catalogue. GST will be charged on
the buyer’s premium. If the Resale Royalty Scheme is applicable 5% will be charged on the hammer price only. The Resale
Royalty Scheme is denoted by the § symbol in the catalogue and online at www.mossgreen.com.au
Mossgreen will try to purchase these lots for the lowest possible price, taking into account the reserve and other bids. If
identical absentee bids are received, Mossgreen will give precedence to the bid received first.
I have read and accept Mossgreen’s terms and conditions as printed in the catalogue and online at www.mossgreen.com.au
Signature

Date

Please tick your desired shipping method

Please tick your shipping payment type

I will collect my lots

Direct Deposit

Please arrange shipping for me

Credit Card (Visa/Mastercard/AMEX only)

Cheque

If you are an International Bidder
who has not previously purchased
with Mossgreen please note that a
deposit may be requested in cleared
funds prior to the auction date
to enable your registration to be
confirmed. A clear copy of your photo
identification, as listed above is also
required.
Mossgreen will also accept credit card
payments for the initial deposit (Visa,
Mastercard or American Express)
however the remaining balance in
excess of $5,000 must be paid via
Funds Transfer as Mossgreen does
not accept credit card payments
for goods when the card holder is
not present to sign. This deposit is
refunded within 48 hours should you
not be successful. Mossgreen does
not bear the exchange rate risk in any
circumstances.

SUBSCRIBE
for complimentary e-newsletters,
invites and online catalogues

Cardholders Name

I would like to receive emails about:

Card Number

Card Expiry Date

IMPORTANT
Bid forms must be received at least 24
hours before the sale begins.

A$

Mossgreen Auctions
M

M

/

Y

Y

CCV Number

(the last three digits above your
signature on the reverse of your card)

Mossgreen Gallery
Mossgreen Tearooms
Mossgreen Privacy Policy

Signature of Cardholder
Direct Deposit Details:

Please Note:

Account Name: Mossgreen Pty Ltd
BSB No: 333 047
Account No: 553 745 133
Bank: Bank of Melbourne
SWIFT Code: SGBLAU2S

Credit Card payments will be accepted for Visa and
Mastercard with a 2.2% surcharge and American Express
with a 3.3% surcharge.

Mossgreen will use the information you have
provided only for the purpose for which it
was collected. Your personal details will not
be disclosed to a third party or be placed on
a mailing list without your consent. You may
request that your details be removed from
our database at any time.
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TELEPHONE BID FORM
In order to register to bid with Mossgreen, please complete this form and fax to
+61 3 9508 8899 or scan and email to mail@mossgreen.com.au
Name
(please print clearly)
Invoice address
(PO box not sufficient)

926–930 High Street
Armadale, VIC 3143
t
f
e
w

+61 3 9508 8888
+61 3 9508 8899
mail@mossgreen.com.au
www.mossgreen.com.au

BIDDER’S NUMBER
(Office Use Only)

City

State

Post Code

Country
Telephone number(s)
(in order of preference)

SALE CODE & TITLE

1.

(Please PRINT sale code & title here)

MG059
THE MARC & ELENA
PINTO COLLECTION

2.
Email Address
(please provide for invoice purposes)
Please scan or fax a copy of Photo ID, either a drivers licence or passport if you have not previously purchased with Mossgreen
Lot Number
in order

Catalogue Description

Cover bid
Not including the buyer’s premium
or GST (where applicable)

Mossgreen bears no responsibility
for any errors which occur due to
late instructions. Mossgreen will
endeavour to confirm bids received
either by fax or by telephone. If you
have not received our confirmation
within one business day, please
contact Mossgreen.

A$
A$
A$
A$

It is the bidder’s responsibility to
check with Mossgreen staff whether
a saleroom notice relates to any lot
which they have listed. Bidders in the
room will be informed of saleroom
notices by the auctioneer at the
commencement of the auction.

A$
A$
A$
A$
A$
A$
I authorise Mossgreen to register bids on a per lot basis up to the maximum price I have indicated for each lot. I will not hold
Mossgreen responsible for any errors that occur. I have noted the ‘Conditions of Sale’ as printed in the auction catalogue
and agree to be bound by them.
I understand that if my bid is successful, the purchase price will be the sum of my final bid plus the buyer’s premium of 22%
of the final bid price plus any GST payable on the hammer price, as indicated in the catalogue. GST will be charged on the
buyer’s premium. If the Resale Royalty Scheme is applicable 5% will be charged on the hammer price only. The Resale Royalty
Scheme is denoted by the § symbol in the catalogue and online at www.mossgreen.com.au
I have read and accept Mossgreen’s terms and conditions as printed in the catalogue and online at www.mossgreen.com.au
Signature

Date

Please tick your desired shipping method

IMPORTANT
Bid forms must be received at least 24
hours before the sale begins.

A$

Please tick your shipping payment type

I will collect my lots

Direct Deposit

Please arrange shipping for me

Credit Card (Visa/Mastercard/AMEX only)

Cheque

If you are an International Bidder
who has not previously purchased
with Mossgreen please note that a
deposit may be requested in cleared
funds prior to the auction date
to enable your registration to be
confirmed. A clear copy of your photo
identification, as listed above is also
required.
Mossgreen will also accept credit card
payments for the initial deposit (Visa,
Mastercard or American Express)
however the remaining balance in
excess of $5,000 must be paid via
Funds Transfer as Mossgreen does
not accept credit card payments
for goods when the card holder is
not present to sign. This deposit is
refunded within 48 hours should you
not be successful. Mossgreen does
not bear the exchange rate risk in any
circumstances.

SUBSCRIBE
for complimentary e-newsletters,
invites and online catalogues

Cardholders Name

I would like to receive emails about:

Card Number

Card Expiry Date

Mossgreen Auctions
M

M

/

Y

Y

CCV Number

(the last three digits above your
signature on the reverse of your card)

Mossgreen Gallery
Mossgreen Tearooms
Mossgreen Privacy Policy

Signature of Cardholder
Direct Deposit Details:

Please Note:

Account Name: Mossgreen Pty Ltd
BSB No: 333 047
Account No: 553 745 133
Bank: Bank of Melbourne
SWIFT Code: SGBLAU2S

Credit Card payments will be accepted for Visa and
Mastercard with a 2.2% surcharge and American Express
with a 3.3% surcharge.

Mossgreen will use the information you have
provided only for the purpose for which it
was collected. Your personal details will not
be disclosed to a third party or be placed on
a mailing list without your consent. You may
request that your details be removed from
our database at any time.
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PAYMENT
FORM

926–930 High Street
Armadale, VIC 3143
t
f
e
w

+61 3 9508 8888
+61 3 9508 8899
mail@mossgreen.com.au
www.mossgreen.com.au

If paying by direct deposit, please fax a copy of this form along with your internet banking receipt

Buyer Number
Name
Balance owing for purchases $
Email address for confirmation

BANK ACCOUNT DEPOSIT DETAILS:
Account Name:

Mossgreen Pty Ltd

BSB Number:

333 047

Account Number:

553 745 133

Bank:

Bank of Melbourne

SWIFT Code

SGBLAU2S

Please fax details to:

+61 3 9508 8899

Amount of deposit $
Date paid

INTERNATIONAL BUYERS
International buyers not previously registered with Mossgreen will be required to transfer a AUD$500 deposit in cleared funds to Mossgreen
account in order to be able to bid at this auction. These funds must be cleared in Mossgreen account 24 hours prior to the Auctions start.

Important Payment Information
•

Personal or company cheques are not accepted unless prior arrangement has been made with Mossgreen.

•

Where payment is made by transfer of funds, goods will be available for collection upon confirmation of funds cleared in our account.

•

Credit Card payments will be accepted for Visa and Mastercard with a 2.2% surcharge and American Express with a 3.3% surcharge.

•

Please note that credit card payments will not be accepted over the telephone. Mossgreen also reserves the right to request
additional forms of identification before processing any credit card transaction in person.

•

Accredited identification will be required from all potential purchasers who are not known to Mossgreen, prior to registration.

IMPORTANT
COLLECTION
INFORMATION
IMPORTANT
COLLECTION
INFORMATION
Please make sure you have read the catalogue or website collection details for this auction.

Payments
Collections
All items &
must
be paid in full and collected by 5.00pm no later than two days after the auction date
or removal
and storage
charges
will at:
apply.
Payments
& Collections
can
be made
926–930 High Street, Armadale, VIC 3143

Thursday 21 May
Friday 22 May

10am–5pm
10am–5pm

All goods must be collected and paid for before 5pm on Friday 22 May to avoid removal and storage charges.
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Terms and Conditions of Sale
The terms and conditions of sale listed here contain the
policies of Mossgreen Pty Ltd. They are the terms on
which Mossgreen Pty Ltd and the Seller contract with
the Buyer. They may be amended by printed Saleroom
Notices or oral announcements made before and during
the sale. By bidding at auction you agree to be bound by
these terms.

1. Background to the Terms used in
these Conditions
The conditions that are listed below contain terms that
are used regularly and may need explanation. They are
as follows:
“the Buyer” means the person with the highest bid
accepted by the Auctioneer
“the Lot” means any item depicted within the sale for
auction and in particular the item or items described
against any lot number in the catalogue.
“the Hammer price” means the amount of the highest bid
accepted by the auctioneer in relation to a lot
“the Buyers Premium” means the charge payable by
the Buyer to the auction house as a percentage of the
hammer price.
“the Reserve” means the lowest amount at which
Mossgreen has agreed with the Seller that the lot can be
sold.
“Forgery” means an item constituting an imitation
originally conceived and executed as a whole, with
a fraudulent intention to deceive as to authorship,
origin, age, period, culture or source, where the correct
description as to such matters is not reflected by the
description in the catalogue. Accordingly no lot shall be
capable of being a forgery by reason of any damage or
restoration work of any kind (Including re-painting).
“the insured value” means the amount that Mossgreen in
its absolute discretion from time to time shall consider
the value for which a lot should be covered for insurance
(whether or not insurance is arranged by Mossgreen.)
All values expressed in Mossgreen Pty Ltd catalogues
(in any format) are in Australian Dollars (AU$). All bids,
“hammer price”, “reserves”, “Buyers Premium” and other
expressions of value are understood by all parties to be in
Australian Dollars (AU$) unless otherwise specified.

2. Mossgreen Auctions as Agent
Except as otherwise stated Mossgreen Pty Ltd acts as
agent for the Seller.
The contract for the sale of the property is therefore
made between the Seller and the Buyer.

3. Before the Sale
A) EXAMINATION OF PROPERTY
Prospective Buyers are strongly advised to examine
in person any property in which they are interested
before the Auction takes place. Neither Mossgreen
nor the Seller provides any guarantee in relation to

the nature of the property apart from the Limited
warranty in the paragraph below.

4. At the Sale

The property is otherwise sold “AS IS”

A) REFUSAL OF ADMISSION

B) CATALOGUE AND OTHER DESCRIPTIONS
All statements by Mossgreen in the catalogue entry
for the property or in the condition report, or made
orally or in writing elsewhere, are statements of
opinion and are not to be relied upon as statements
of fact. Such statements do not constitute a
representation, warranty or assumption of liability by
Mossgreen of any kind. References in the catalogue
entry to the condition report to damage or restoration
are for guidance only and should be evaluated by
personal inspection by the bidder or a knowledgeable
representative. The absence of such a reference
does not imply that an item is free from defects or
restoration, nor does a reference to particular defects
imply the absence of any others. Estimates of the
selling price should not be relied on as a statement
that this is the price at which the item will sell or it’s
value for any other purpose. Neither Mossgreen nor
The Seller is responsible for any errors or omissions in
the catalogue or any supplemental material.
Images are measured height by width (sight size).
Illustrations are provided only as a guide and should
not be relied upon as a true representation of colour
or condition. Images are not shown at a standard
scale. Mention is rarely made of frames (which may be
provided as supplementary images on the website)
which do not form part of the lot as described in the
printed catalogue.
An item bought “on Extension” must be paid for
in full before it will be released to the purchaser or
his/her agreed expertising committee or specialist.
Payments received for such items will be held
“in trust” for up to 90 days or earlier, if the issue
of authenticity has been resolved more quickly.
Extensions must be requested before the auction.
Foreign buyers should note that all transactions
are in Australian dollars so there may be a small
exchange rate risk. The costs associated with
acquiring a good certificate will be carried by the
purchaser. If the item turns out to be forged or
otherwise incorrectly described, all reasonable costs
will be borne by the vendor.

C) BUYERS RESPONSIBILITY
All property is sold “as is” without representation
or warranty of any kind by Mossgreen or the Seller.
Buyers are responsible for satisfying themselves
concerning the condition of the property and the
matters referred to in the catalogue by requesting a
condition report
No lot to be rejected if, subsequent to the sale,
it has been immersed in liquid or treated by any
other process unless the Auctioneer’s permission to
subject the lot to such immersion or treatment has
first been obtained in writing.

Mossgreen reserves the right at our complete
discretion to refuse admission to the auction
premises or participation in any auction and to reject
any bid.

B) REGISTRATION BEFORE BIDDING
Any prospective new buyer must complete and sign
a registration form and provide photo-identification
before bidding. Mossgreen may request bank, trade
or other financial references to substantiate this
registration.

C) BIDDING AS A PRINCIPAL
When making a bid, a bidder is accepting personal
liability to pay the purchase price including the
buyers premium and all applicable taxes, plus
all other applicable charges, unless it has been
explicitly agreed in writing with Mossgreen before
the commencement of the sale that the bidder is
acting as agent on behalf of an identified third party
acceptable to Mossgreen and that Mossgreen will
only look to the principal for payment.

D) INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATIONS
All International clients not known to Mossgreen will
be required to scan or fax through an accredited
form of photo identification and pay a deposit at
our discretion in cleared funds into Mossgreen’s
account at least 24 hours before the commencement
of the auction. Bids will not be accepted without
this deposit. Mossgreen also reserves the right to
request any additional forms of identification prior to
registering an overseas bid.
This deposit can be made using a credit card,
however the balance of any purchase price in excess
of $5,000 can not be charged to this card without
prior arrangement.
This deposit is redeemable against any auction
purchase.

E) ABSENTEE BIDS
Mossgreen will use reasonable efforts to execute
written bids delivered to us AT LEAST 24 Hours
before the sale for the convenience of those clients
who are unable to attend the auction in person. If we
receive identical written bids on a particular lot, and
at the auction these are the highest bids on that lot,
then the lot will be sold to the person whose written
bid was received and accepted first. Execution of
written bids is a free service undertaken subject to
other commitments at the time of the sale and we
do not accept liability for failing to execute a written
bid or for errors or omissions which may arise. It is
the bidder’s responsibility to check with Mossgreen
after the auction if they were successful. Unlimited
or “Buy” bids will not be accepted.
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F) TELEPHONE BIDS
Priority will be given to overseas and interstate
bidders. Please refer to the catalogue for the
Telephone Bids form. Arrangements for this service
must be confirmed AT LEAST 24 HOURS PRIOR to
the auction commencing. Mossgreen accepts no
responsibility whatsoever for any errors or failure
to execute bids. In telephone bidding the buyer
agrees to be bound by all terms and conditions
listed here and accepts that Mossgreen cannot
be held responsible for any mis-communications
in the process. The success of telephone bidding
cannot be guaranteed due to circumstances that
are unforeseen. Buyers should be aware of the risk
and accept the consequences should contact be
unsuccessful at the time of Auction. You must advise
Mossgreen of the lots in question and you will be
assumed to be a buyer at the minimum price of 75%
of estimate (ie. reserve) for all such lots. Mossgreen
will advise Telephone Bidders who have registered
at least 24 hours before the auction of any relevant
changes to descriptions, withdrawals or any other
sale room notices.

K) INDICATIVE BIDDING STEPS, ETC.
Mossgreen reserves the right to refuse any bid,
withdraw any lot from sale, to place a reserve on
any lot and to advance the bidding according to the
following:
Increment Amount

Dollar Range

$20

$0–$500

$50

$500–$1,000

$100

$1,000–$2,000

$200

$2,000–$5,000

$500

$5,000–$10,000

$1,000

$10,000–$20,000

$2,000

$20,000–$50,000

$5,000

$50,000–$100,000

$10,000

$100,000–$200,000

$20,000

$200,000–$500,000

$50,000

$500,000–$1,000,000

Absentee bids must follow these increments and any
bids that don’t follow the steps will be rounded up to
the nearest acceptable bid.

G) ONLINE BIDDING
Mossgreen offers an online bidding service. When
bidding online the buyer agrees to be bound by all
terms and conditions listed here by Mossgreen.
Mossgreen accepts no responsibility for any
errors, failure to execute bids or any other
miscommunications regarding this process. It is the
online bidder’s responsibility to ensure the accuracy
of the relevant information regarding bids, lot
numbers and contact details.

H) RESERVES
Unless otherwise indicated, all lots are offered
subject to a reserve, which is the confidential
minimum price below which the Lot will not be
sold. The reserve will not exceed the low estimate
printed in the catalogue. The auctioneer may open
the bidding on any Lot below the reserve by placing
a bid on behalf of the Seller. The auctioneer may
continue to bid on behalf of seller up to the amount
of the reserve, either by placing consecutive bids or
by placing bids in response to other bidders.

I)

AUCTIONEERS DISCRETION
The Auctioneer has the right at his absolute and sole
discretion to refuse any bid, to advance the bidding
in such a manner as he may decide, to withdraw or
divide any lot, to combine any two or more lots and,
in the case or error or dispute and whether during
or after the sale, to determine the successful bidder,
to continue the bidding, to cancel the sale or to
reoffer and resell the item in dispute. If any dispute
arises after the sale, then Mossgreen’s sale record is
conclusive.

J)

SUCCESSFUL BID AND PASSING OF RISK
Subject to the auctioneer’s discretion, the highest
bidder accepted by the auctioneer will be the buyer
and the striking of his hammer marks the acceptance
of the highest bid and the conclusion of a contract
for sale between the Seller and the Buyer. Risk and
responsibility for the lot (including frames or glass
where relevant) passes immediately to the Buyer.

5. After the Sale
A) BUYERS PREMIUM
In addition to the hammer price, the buyer agrees to
pay to Mossgreen the buyers premium. The buyer’s
premium is 22% of the hammer price plus GST.
(Goods and Services Tax) where applicable.

B) PAYMENT AND PASSING OF TITLE
The buyer must pay the full amount due (comprising
the hammer price, buyers premium and any
applicable taxes and GST) not later than 5 days after
the auction date.
The buyer will not acquire title for the lot until
Mossgreen receives full payment in cleared funds,
and no goods under any circumstances will be
released without confirmation of cleared funds
received. This applies even if the buyer wishes to
send items interstate or overseas.
Payment can be made by direct transfer, cash (not
exceeding $10,000AUD, if wishing to pay more than
$10,000AUD then this must be deposited directly
into a Bank of Melbourne / St George branch and
bank receipt supplied) and Eftpos (please check the
daily limit). Payments can also be made by credit
card in person with a 2% (+ GST) merchant fee for
Visa and Mastercard and 3% (+ GST) for American
Express. Invoices that are in excess of $5,000 and
where the card holder is not present, can not be
charged to a credit card without prior arrangement.
Personal cheques are accepted, but funds must be
cleared before goods will be released. Bank cheques
are subject to three days clearance.
The buyer is responsible for any bank fees and
charges applicable for the transfer of funds into
Mossgreen’s account

C) COLLECTION OF PURCHASES & INSURANCE
Mossgreen is entitled to retain items sold until all
amounts due to us have been received in full in good
cleared funds. Subject to this, the Buyer shall collect
purchased lots within 5 days from the date of the

sale unless otherwise agreed in writing between
Mossgreen and the Buyer.
At the fall of the hammer, insurance is the
responsibility of the purchaser.

D) PACKING, HANDLING AND SHIPPING
Mossgreen will be able to suggest removals
companies that the buyer can use but takes no
responsibility whatsoever for the actions of any
recommended third party. Mossgreen can pack
and handle goods purchased at the auction
by agreement and a charge will made for this
service. All packing, shipping, insurance, postage &
associated charges will be borne by the purchaser.

E) CULTURAL HERITAGE EXPORT LICENCES
Unless otherwise agreed by us in writing, the fact that
the buyer wishes to apply for an export licence does
not affect his or her obligation to make full payment
immediately, nor our right to charge interest or storage
charges on late payment. It is the Buyer’s responsibility
to check Australia’s Protection of Moveable Cultural
Heritage Act 1986 before purchase. If the Buyer
requests Mossgreen to apply for an export licence then
we shall be entitled to charge a fee for this service. We
shall not be obliged to rescind a sale nor to refund any
interest or other expenses incurred by the Buyer where
payment is made by the Buyer in circumstances where
an export licence is not granted.

F) REMEDIES FOR NON-PAYMENT
If the Buyer fails to make full payment immediately,
Mossgreen is entitled to exercise one or more of the
following rights or remedies (in addition to asserting
any other rights or remedies available under the law)
i)

to charge interest at such a rate as we shall
reasonably decide

ii)

to hold the defaulting Buyer liable for the total
amount due and to commence legal proceedings
for it’s recovery along with interest, legal fees
and costs to the fullest extent permitted under
applicable law

iii) to cancel the sale
iv) to resell the property publicly or privately on
such terms as we see fit
v)

to pay the Seller an amount up to the net
proceeds payable in respect of the amount bid
by the defaulting Buyer. In these circumstances
the defaulting Buyer can have no claim upon
Mossgreen in the event that the item(s) are sold
for an amount greater than the original invoiced
amount.

vi) to set off against any amounts which Mossgreen
may owe the Buyer in any other transactions, the
outstanding amount remaining unpaid by the
Buyer.
vii) where several amounts are owed by the Buyer to
us, in respect of different transactions, to apply
any amount paid to discharge any amount owed
in respect of any particular transaction, whether
or not the Buyer so directs.
viii) to reject at any future auction any bids made by
or on behalf of the Buyer or to obtain a deposit
from the Buyer prior to accepting any bids.
ix) to exercise all the rights and remedies of a
person holding security over any property in our
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possession owned by the Buyer whether by way
of pledge, security interest or in any other way, to
the fullest extent permitted by the law of the place
where such property is located. The Buyer will be
deemed to have been granted such security to
us and we may retain such property as collateral
security for such Buyer’s obligations to us.
x)

to take such other action as Mossgreen deem
necessary or appropriate
If we do sell the property under paragraph
(iv), then the defaulting Buyer shall be liable
for payment of any deficiency between the
total amount originally due to us and the price
obtained upon reselling as well as for all costs,
expenses, damages, legal fees and commissions
and premiums of whatever kinds associated with
both sales or otherwise arising from the default.
If we pay any amount to the Seller under paragraph
(v) the Buyer acknowledges that Mossgreen shall
have all of the rights of the Seller, however arising, to
pursue the Buyer for such amount.

G) FAILURE TO COLLECT PURCHASES
Where purchases are not collected within 48 hours
from the sale date, whether or not payment has
been made, we shall be permitted to remove the
property to a warehouse at the buyer’s expense, and
only release the items after payment in full has been
made of removal, storage handling, insurance and
any other costs incurred, together with payment of
all other amounts due to us.

6. Extent of Mossgreen Liability
Mossgreen agrees to refund the purchase price in the
circumstances of the Limited Warranty set out in paragraph
7 below. Apart from that, neither the Seller nor we, nor
any of our employees or agents are responsible for the
correctness of any statement of whatever kind concerning
any lot, whether written or oral, nor for any other errors
or omissions in description or for any faults or defects in
any lots. Except as stated in paragraph 7 below, neither
the Seller ourselves, our officers, agents or employees
give any representation warranty or guarantee or assume
any liability of any kind in respect of any lot with regard to
merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, description,
size, quality, condition, attribution, authenticity, rarity,
importance, medium, provenance, exhibition history,
literature or historical relevance. Except as required by local
law any warranty of any kind is excluded by this paragraph.

7. Limited Warranty
Subject to the terms and conditions of this paragraph,
the Seller warrants for the period of thirty days from
the date of the sale that any property described in this
catalogue (noting such description may be amended by
any saleroom notice or announcement) which is stated
without qualification to be the work of a named author
or authorship is authentic and not a forgery. The term
“Author” or “authorship” refers to the creator of the
property or to the period, culture, source, or origin as the
case may be, with which the creation of such property is
identified in the catalogue.
The warranty is subject to the following:
i)

it does not apply where a) the catalogue description
or saleroom notice corresponded to the generally

ii)

accepted opinion of scholars and experts at the date
of the sale or fairly indicated that there was a conflict
of opinions, or b) correct identification of a lot can be
demonstrated only by means of a scientific process
not generally accepted for use until after publication
of the catalogue or a process which at the date of
the publication of the catalogue was unreasonably
expensive or impractical or likely to have caused
damage to the property.

12. Sale results

the benefits of the warranty are not assignable and
shall apply only to the original buyer of the lot as
shown on the invoice originally issued by Mossgreen
when the lot was sold at Auction.

In accordance with A New Tax System (Goods and
Services Tax) Act 1999 Mossgreen Auctions will collect
on behalf of the Australian tax office (ATO) a Goods and
Service Tax (GST) of 10% on all applicable transactions.

iii) the Original Buyer must have remained the owner of
the lot without disposing of any interest in it to any
third party
iv) The Buyer’s sole and exclusive remedy against the
Seller in place of any other remedy which might be
available, is the cancellation of the sale and the refund
of the original purchase price paid for the lot less the
buyers premium which is non refundable. Neither the
Seller nor Mossgreen will be liable for any special,
incidental nor consequential damages including,
without limitation, loss of profits not for interest.
v)

The Buyer must give written notice of claim to us
within thirty days of the date of the Auction. The
Seller shall have the right, to require the Buyer to
obtain two written opinions by recognised experts
in the field, mutually acceptable to the Buyer and
Mossgreen to decide whether or not to cancel the
sale under warranty.

vi) the Buyer must return the lot to Seller in the same
condition that it was purchased.

8. Severability
If any part of these Conditions of Sale is found by any court
to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable, that part shall be
discounted and the rest of the Conditions shall continue to
be valid to the fullest extent permitted by law.

9. Copyright

Mossgreen will provide auction results, which will be
available as soon as possible after the sale. Results will
include buyer’s premium. These results will be posted at
www.mossgreen.com.au.

13. Goods and Service Tax

GST is applicable on the hammer price in the case where
the seller is selling property that is owned by an entity
registered for GST. GST is also applicable on the hammer
price in the case where the seller is not an Australian
resident. These lots are denoted by a dagger symbol †
placed next to the estimate.
GST is also applicable on the buyer’s premium.
Overseas buyers and buyers non-resident in Australia
will not be charged GST on both hammer price and
premiums under the following conditions:
1.

The items are exported through a Mossgreen
approved freight company including Australia Post

2.

The items are exported within 60 days of the date of
the sale

The invoice supplied by Mossgreen for purchases will be
regarded as a Tax invoice for GST purposes.

14. Resale Royalty Scheme
Under the legal obligations of the Resale Royalty Scheme
for Visual Artists Act 2009, sellers must provide the
following information to comply with the act:
•

was the artwork acquired after 8 June 2010?

•

is the sale/reserve price (including GST) $1,000 or
more?

•

is the artist from Australia or a country listed in the
Regulations to the Act?

•

is the artist alive, or deceased less than 70 years?

The copyright of all images, illustrations and written
material produced by Mossgreen relating to a lot including
the contents of this catalogue, is and shall remain the
property at all times of Mossgreen and shall not be used
by the Buyer, nor by anyone else without our prior written
consent. Mossgreen and the Seller make no representation
or warranty that the Buyer of a property will acquire any
copyright or other reproduction rights in it.

The seller:

10. Law and Jurisdiction

iii) undertakes to indemnify the company for any loss
incurred by the company as a result of the vendor’s
failure to comply with any of the vendor’s legal
obligations under the Act; and

These terms and conditions and any matters concerned
with the foregoing fall within the exclusive jurisdiction of
the courts of the state in which the auction is held.

11. Pre-Sale Estimates
Mossgreen publishes with each catalogue our opinion as
to the estimated price range for each lot. These estimates
are approximate prices only and are not intended to be
definitive. They are prepared well in advance of the sale
and may be subject to revision. Interested parties should
contact Mossgreen prior to auction for updated pre-sale
estimates and starting prices.

i)

acknowledges that he or she understands his or her
legal obligations under the Resale Royalty for Visual
Artists Act 2009 (the Act);

ii)

undertakes to comply with all requirements of the
Act, including by providing its agent, the company,
with accurate information sufficient for compliance
with sections 28 and 29 of the Act;

iv) acknowledges that if he or she fails to comply with
any of his or her legal obligations under the Act,
the company may provide the vendor’s name and
contact details to Copyright Agency Limited (CAL).
Lots subject to payment of the Resale Royalty Scheme
will be denoted by the §. The Australian Resale Royalty
is a flat rate of 5% on the hammer price (including GST).
The Australian Resale Royalty is payable by the buyer in
addition to the buyers premium plus any applicable GST.
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